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Stevens Magic Exclusive!

The
Razzle Dazzle
Game

The greatest “con game” ever! It
is the only game to be banned in
the entire world! A long time
favorite at carnivals and fairs! The
game has no peers, when it comes
to hustling money fr om the
sucker!
We are proud to be able to offer
this item to the world of magic.
This is for entertainment purposes
only! Long unobtainable! A well
kept secret for ages with the
carnies.
Three Card Monte (tossing the Queen),
Fast & Loose, and the 3 Shell Game
cannot compare with the Razzle
Dazzle Game. The game requires NO sleights and NO gimmicks. It’s all dependent
on tossing marbles out of a cup, and where they land in holes on a board. Each
hole has a number; you add the numbers up (where they landed) to reach a total—
get enough points and you win a prize! Of course, attractive and expensive prizes
are displayed!
A wonderful demonstration at trade
shows, not to mention the fun at
your shows and friends’ parties. The
unit is portable—made from Walnut
and Maple. Precision made and very
durable. Comes with cups, marbles
and a number card. Simple and easy
to perform. Perfect for lectures
on gambling secr ets for
fraternal and social groups.
Excellent for trade show work:
“They may lose at the game... but will never lose with (name of your
sponsor).”
See YouTube video demo—address is case sensitive:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxd7vM0GfVE.

Very Limited In Quantity!
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375

$
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Juan Mayoral Magical Miracles
The Glowing Rose

Poetic magic from Juan... Magic performed with roses
always touches the hearts of the audience. Juan has
delivered the “Perfect Glowing Rose” for
magicians to use in their performances. Imagine
in your performance... handing a beautiful rose for a
lady to hold. You step back and pluck a red light from
the air... walk over to her and touch the rose with the red
light. The light from your hand is transferred to the top
of the rose, and she is left with a glowing red light in the
middle of the red rose!
Easy to perform. Beautiful magic effects. Can
be used for other effects as well. The Glowing
Rose does everything for you and is under your control
at all times.
Roses mean love and you can come up with many
different types of routines with this wonderful prop. Only
you can control the red light.

A quality magic effect for professional
$
magicians!
195

Super Light Bulb
A miracle in Juan’s hands—very impressive! (Created
in 1996—updated and improved in 2015.) There
are several light bulb effects in the magic world, but
none are as bright as Juan’s. To see him demonstrate
it—is to watch real magic!
The magician hands a clear, non-frosted light bulb
to a spectator to inspect (a real light bulb). He takes
it back and puts it in his hand and... WOW a bright
light emits from the bulb! This effect is astonishing,
to say the least, as it is just a regular light bulb. You
have to see it illuminated to believe it! You can, at
once, take the bulb and hand it directly back to the
spectator. Your hands are clean! And the effect can
be repeated over and over again at any time.
No assistants are necessary. A terrific walk-around effect. Self-working.
Easy to set-up. Shows brilliance from anywhere. Excellent for stage or
parlor—even close-up! No electronics!

195

$
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Making The Impossible, Possible
Transparent
Lockpick Kit

What a fantastic way to learn how to
pick a padlock! This item features a
high-quality, constructed, translucent
lock. It allows you to easily view the
springs and tumblers, and visually see
(using the lock picks provided) the
action as you pick the lock. Product
comes with lock, 10 piece lock-pick
set with leather case, and diagrams
to give you instructional guidelines as
to how to pick the lock. Whether you
are interested in really learning how
to pick locks, or just like to have “fun
stuff” around for you and friends to
play with—you can’t lose at this price.
Incredible value and a lot of fun!

45

$

Alexander de Cova’s

Flash Restoration

A brilliant, instantaneous card effect, like you
have never seen! It’s over in seconds! A
card trick... but, oh what a routine and finish.
Get this... spectator chooses any card (no
forces). The card is torn into pieces, and
one piece is given to the spectator to hold.
Performer places the rest of the pieces on
top of the deck. He then tells the spectator
to watch closely. He slaps his hand down
on top of the deck. Viola! The pieces vanish
in an instant. What is left is the original card,
FULLY RESTORED—except for the one
piece that the spectator is still holding. It
matches the restored card! Unbelievable!
Quick visual magic. Easy to do. Absolutely no tough sleights. Great
for close-up and table magic. Brilliant thinking. Comes complete with a
regular deck of cards, the invisible gimmick and magnifying glass. You will love this
one! You must see the video demo—it’s very powerful!

25

$
4
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Metal Writing Presents...

Stealth Writer
Complete Set

This set contains everything needed
to use the Stealth Writer. You are
provided with the clever gimmick that
works with both a dry-erase marker
and a permanent marker. You also
receive a special dry-erase Stealth Pad
that conceals the confabulation note,
plus necessary tools and instructions.
Included is a versatile association
routine that can be used in both
corporate work, lecturing and in
mentalist shows.
This set also includes the Sharpie
Stealth Writer. This tool is perfect for
your existing confabulation routine.
Write the original message with a red
Sharpie, yet your prediction is written
in a black or blue pencil.
This set includes the following routines:
Confabulous – The Postcard Routine: A spectator signs a postcard that is
concealed in an envelope. The spectator thinks of a destination—country and a
special place—and the audience makes up details about the journey. The signed
postcard is revealed and it has a matching story with a picture from the thought-of
place. With this extra set, you get the instructions and additional equipment needed
to perform this routine. You also get access to a folder for downloading other
postcards for other destinations. Included in the set is the Travel Agency deck—2
DVDs and 11 stand-alone routines. To perform the routine, you need to have the
Stealth Writer and Stealth Pad.
The Lottery Ticket Routine: A lottery ticket is inside an envelope. The audience
guesses the winning numbers as well as a special series for the ticket. A spectator
scratches the ticket, and finds that both the series and the numbers match the
audience’s selections. With this extra set, you will get the instructions and additional
equipment for this commercial routine. It uses several principles and a completely
new method for preparing the lottery tickets. You also get access to a folder for
downloading tickets in several languages—and the tools and method for preparing
them. No need to buy extra refills, as you can easily make them yourself. To
perform the routine, you need to have the Stealth Writer and Stealth Pad.

160

$
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Modern Miracles
Magic Wagon’s

Pagoda Mystery
Based on an original idea from Mr. Jack
Hughes’s Dove Through Glass, we are
pleased to bring you The Pagoda Mystery.
A beautiful wooden frame containing a sheet
of plexiglass is displayed on both sides. The
performer then taps on the sheet of plexiglass
to prove it is solid. He then places two small
panels with star traps over the center of the
glass, and places the whole unit onto a small
stand. Without any hesitation, the performer
immediately pushes the wooden rod right
through the star traps, apparently penetrating the solid sheet of plexiglass! After
the penetration, the panels are removed to reveal that the sheet of plexiglass is
completely unharmed and still perfectly solid! It is a truly baffling penetration effect.
Each set is completely hand crafted from natural, aged teak wood, and measures
approximately 6 inches wide x 8 inches tall. The intricate, detailed woodwork on
this piece is truly outstanding. It takes approximately 3-4 days to manufacture just
one of these exquisite pieces from start to finish. The photos don’t do justice to this
gorgeous wooden prop. Special thanks to Mr. Tony Curtis for coming up with the
name for this effect.

275

$

Cube A Libre

Improved, Upgraded Version
This was an excellent effect over 85 years ago
and it still is today!
The numbers on two stacks of blocks are arranged
in different orders. One stack is covered with a
tube. Upon the tube’s removal, the numbers match
on both stacks. The tube can be shown empty at
any time. The numbers always match, regardless
of how the blocks are stacked.
Impeccable design, manufactured to exact specifications.
A class effect, excellent craftsmanship! This model
features a completely new mechanism that is brilliant!
Comes with Performance DVD.
Both tubes stand 17.25 inches tall. Each block measures
3 x 3 inches.

Lower Price! $360

6
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Magic Wagon Mystery
Tiger & Dragon
Mystery
A beautiful box along with a round
ornate block and a pendulum, are
displayed. One side of the block shows
an image of a tiger. The obverse
depicts a dragon. The box consists of
four different compartments depicting
images of different habitats on the
inside.
While the performer’s back is turned,
the spectator is invited to place the
block into any one of four recessed
areas inside the box, and is asked to
replace the lid. The performer then turns around,
swings the pendulum over the box and correctly
announces whether the tiger or the dragon lives in a
high mountain, a big waterfall, a deep forest or a dark
cave!
The effect can be immediately repeated and everything
can be completely examined before, during and after
the effect!
The detection method is mechanically clever, and we
are not aware of the principle having being used before with any other effects in the
magic fraternity!
The box measures approximately 4.7 x
4.7 x 2 inches high (12cms wide, 12cms
deep and 5cms high), excluding the tiger
and dragon figures on the lid. The block
measures approximately 1.7 inches in
diameter x 1 inch in height) (4.3cms in
diameter with 2.7cms in height).
The entire outfit has been delicately
handcrafted and individually made by an
exceptionally skilled artisan working
exclusively for Magic Wagon. The
amount of detail in each set is absolutely
incredible. The photos do not do justice to this very detailed and elaborate piece of
magic apparatus!

250

$
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True Quality In Action
X-Ray
Card Shoe
We at Stevens Magic Emporium have
sold gambling effects for many years
and there has been an up-tick lately
on these rare and expensive gaffed
devices. We are pleased to bring you
our version of this specially designed
“Card Dealing Shoe.”

Selle

2016 r

This dealing shoe allows the operator
to identify the next card to come out
of the shoe. The advantage of this
version is that it doesn’t have any
electronics like the camera shoe, so
there are no batteries to be charged.
Plus, due to the “new” design, our
dealing shoe can now be completely
examined at the end and no one
would discover that the shoe is gaffed!
This poker 2-deck dealing shoe
measures approximately 4 inches
wide x 3.5 inches high x 8.7 inches deep—10cms wide, 8.5cms high and 22cms
deep and is completely hand-crafted from genuine teak. The shoe also has a heavy
solid brass roller with a fluid movement,
allowing easy dealing of your cards.
Please note that our gaffed
dealing shoe is being sold for
exhibition, entertainment and
demonstration purposes only.
The instructions will only teach you how
to operate the device and no actual
routine is provided.
Finally: You will also need two normal
decks of cards which are not supplied.

235

$

You m
ust c
hec
k out
must
chec
heck
our video to see this
item in action!!
8
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Fabulous Coins—Top Sellers
Shell

Selle
r
2016

1882 Morgan Dollar Shell
& Coin Set

An exquisite 1882 Morgan Dollar Shell and Coin
Set at a fraction of the cost of original silver sets.
You receive four Morgan Dollars and one Morgan
expanded shell. This is a beautiful reproduction set,
custom stamped and engineered to look and
function like the original silver set. So well made
that I doubt a coin expert could tell the difference
unless closely examined. Expanded shell (see top photo), features
long lip with milled edges. This set is being offered at a fraction
of the cost of its silver counterparts. We guarantee your satisfaction
or your money back.

60

$

Palming Coins
These are Dollar-sized palming coins.
Viking has spared no expense in bringing the magic
fraternity one of the finest Palming Coins ever
produced. A beautiful replica of a Liberty Dollar. Reeded
edges for gripping; thin profile so that you can stack
them easily for productions.

Selle
r
2016

Coins are made from zinc material, heavily plated in bright
nickel. This lightweight coin makes a very distinct and
loud sound when dropped into a coin pail. Their brightly
polished surface will reflect light so that the coins can be
seen even in the largest of auditoriums.
Note: Palming Coins sold by the dozen only. Each
set comes in a velveteen bag and each coin is individually
housed in a ziplock plastic coin bag.
$
Stainless Steel Coin Clip 30

Viking’s Stainless Steel Coin Clip is designed to be
silent, smooth-working and versatile. This Coin Clip
will hold 6 Palming Coins, 4 US Half Dollars or 4 US
Silver Dollars. It will even hold billets and folded money.
There is a slight adjustment possible with our flex-steel
stainless so you may adjust the fit to hold foreign coins
as well. Made of long-lasting stainless steel, felt lined to
eliminate ‘talking.’ Also provided are two holes at the
back of the Coin Clip that will allow you to attach the
clip to a reel, pull or pendulum vanish.
Important: The Coin Clip does NOT come with any coins—it is sold separately.

22

$
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Amazing & Baffling
Al Baker’s

Diminishing Cards
The finest ever made! Used by
leading Pro’s worldwide!
Always entertaining!
Parlor or Stage... the performer
begins to shrink a fan of cards! Just
a sleight squeezing motion and
“Voila!”, the cards have diminished
by 25%! This is repeated four times
until the performer is holding a small
fan of cards, a mere 1/4-inch in size!
Finally, they vanish completely!
Hand made—should last a lifetime
with care. Self contained. Easy to do. Each fan is a full fan of cards. Always gets
applause! Easy-to-follow instructions.

49

$

Billy McComb’s

Half-Dyed Silk

No Tip Silk Vanish

Billy’s signature effect plays
professionally and entertainingly. A
white silk is passed through your closed
fist and changes to bright red.
Performer lets the audience in on the
secret, (they think), but in the end the
silk comes out of the fist half-red and
half-white. Comes complete and
routined.

This is a very remarkable vanish of a
silk hank. The performer pokes the silk
into his fist with a small wand or pen.
He taps the hand, and the silk hank is
completely gone. Both hands can be
shown empty. All gimmicks are made
of metal and will last a lifetime. No pulls!!
Comes complete with detailed
instructions.

50

$
10

12.50

$
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Bright Lights!

Selle

2016 r

Flash Wand
Electronic

Flash Wand Electronic is rechargeable.
Super-bright flash. The price is economical,
but the quality is tops. Beautiful, lightweight,
black wand with white tips. Anytime you need
a burst of light to punch up a vanish or
production, just tap with your wand and a
bright flash will highlight the moment the
“magic” takes place!
A small, almost invisible button allows you
to control this extremely bright flash.
Rechargeable so no batteries to mess with.
Comes with its own power cord for charging.
Wand measures 13 inches long.

37.50

$

Super Light

Selle
r
2016

“Professional Model”
This is one of the brightest
models available. You can pulse
the light to produce a bright flash
or hold it on for the normal
D’Lite routine. This unit
produces an amazing amount of
BRIGHT light due to the bright
LED’s used.
Comes complete with two
units, thumb tips (adult size)
and detailed instructions.
This is an upgraded D’Lite-type set, rechargeable using a power cable included.
Available in both WHITE or RED. Please specify when ordering.

49

$
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Card Effects In All Sizes!

Giant Cervon Monte

Stevens Magic is very proud to features
Bruce’s fabulous “Giant Cervon Monte.”
It uses ONLY three jumbo cards. There
is NO special printing on the cards. The
card indices are NOT altered. Bruce’s
funny $100 routine is included on the
DVD, and it comes complete with jumbo
cards and instructions. Packs flat and
plays “BIG.”
The spectator sees the three jumbo cards,
with one being a court card. The court card is in the middle, for sure, but it is still
impossible to find the jumbo court card, as it jumps to the back or front to avoid
being found! How is this possible as there are NO false moves? Believe it!

30

$

Tonte
Tonte is one of the best contemporary Jumbo
Card Montes since the Fred Kaps routine of
the classic, Sidewalk Shuffle. It is an
unbelievable effect where the Jumbo 10’s
change, one by one, into Queens. You’ll love
handling these five specially printed, durable,
plastic-coated cards. Add this to your
repertoire and you won’t be sorry.

Poker Size...$18

Jumbo Size...$25

Joe Riding’s

Three Card Four

“The Only Three Card Trick In The World
Using Four Cards!”
A true professional classic with both Fred Kaps
& Ken Brooke Routines.
This effect has been time-tested for years, and
years and I can assure my readers that it is also
very, very commercial. Plays well in cabaret, trade shows, stand up, stage and it is
great for children’s shows as well! This trick comes complete with Jumbo Cards,
Fred Kaps Routine & Ken Brooke Routine, DVD of Bob Swadling’s Act. Included on
the DVD is the explanation of routine. Also copy, in writing, of both routines. Bonus:
Alex Elmsley’s Four As Four Routine. See performance of Bob Swadling’s
routine on our website! Don’t pass this one up if you are a worker.

Available Again... $30

12
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Brand New From Nick Lewin
Taking Credit

Perfect for any working pro, or for
anyone who wants to be a commercial
working pro. This clever routine should
be added to your repertoire. This is one
of those rare effects that can be
performed in a living room or a large
theatre with equal impact; it is a feature
effect that fits in your pocket without
adding any bumps to your clothing. Nick
has featured this routine in his show for
20 years and can teach you how to slot
it into your show quickly and highly
effectively. A short and powerful credit
card transposition routine that really
packs a punch.
The latest addition to Lewin’s acclaimed
“Pack Small-Play Large” series. Your
audience does not carry cash? No
problem. This is the effect for you.
Features: Detailed DVD that contains two different handlings, Uniquely
Constructed Bandana and 10 Custom Printed Outer Envelopes (The “LeNick”
envelope—a modern day classic tool for the working magician. Also includes a
sample secret gimmick complete with instructions (destined to become a classic
utility prop).
IDEAL FOR CABARET, CORPORATE OR THEATRE PERFORMANCE
EXCLUSIVE: AVAILABLE ONLY FROM LEWIN ENTERPRISES. Not Sold
in magic stores.
This routine can utilize a credit card, debit card, ship board card, gift card, hotel
card etc. The DVD even explains the three trick sequencing that makes it such a
stand out in Nick’s professional show. Effects this strong and commercial don’t
come around too often—don’t miss out on it!
“This is my favorite effect that Nick performs. I am not a magician and not
easily impressed.” -- Susan Lewin aka Mrs. Nick
“When a routine is well structured, you just need to get out of the way and let
the routine perform itself!” -- Nick Lewin

119

$
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Nick Lewins Best Sellers
Selle
r
2016

Ultimate Color
Changing Silks

Nick’s Ultimate Color Changing
Silks is great magic, strong comedy
and a series of surprises that capture
an audience's attention. In three
minutes, Nick can entertain and
subtly train the audience to respond
in exactly the manner he wants them
to. Best of all, this is done while
making constant eye contract with
the entire audience. A sure-fire
routine packed with surprises, it is guaranteed to get big laughs and applause.
Perfect for any audience. Nick has opened his shows with this routine for three
decades. Learn to present the effect exactly as he presents it in the performance
footage. A classic trick that really connects with audiences.
The DVD teaches every word, nuance and detail needed to allow you to add this
routine easily and quickly into your show. This trick has everything needed to
make it a powerful audience favorite. Comes with: custom dye tube, red 18 inch
silk, yellow 18 inch silk, DVD, magnet, script & notes on this amazing trick!

125

$

Ultimate Coin In
Vanishing Bottle
This initial release is limited to 50 sets
that contain everything needed to present
this effect exactly as Nick performs it.
The limited edition includes a
special certificate that grants full
television performance rights to
the purchaser. These rights are
non transferable. This routine is
perfect for a stunning TV set.

Selle

2016 r

Comes complete with...Performance/
Instruction Notes from Nick. Full script.
DVD with two sets of live performance:
Theater and nightclub, plus full
demonstration. Folding Kennedy Half Dollar with matching coin. Extra bands for
the Folding Kennedy Half Dollar. Customized Glass Coca Cola Bottle in a Koozie.
Customized Nielsen Vanishing Bottle. Certificate for Television Performance Rights.
The DVD is a virtual masterclass in performing. Every detail needed to master this
effect is explained in detail making it “performance ready” for any magician.

300

$
14
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Nick Lewin Best Sellers
Selle

éjà
à Vu
Six Card Dé

The classic six card repeat done in a
professional and entertaining way!

2016 rFits into your pocket and is always ready to
perform. The routine has been updated with a
twist that adds a huge punch to the effect.
The perfect effect to open or close any show
and will work at any point in between.
Nick regularly closes his second show with
this exact routine!

Everything needed to perform this routine is
supplied, including a detailed DVD! Thirty years
of performing this effect and mastering it to its full potential is taught. This handling
will become a favorite for you as you learn and watch a pro. Don’t take this
effect lightly—little things can make a huge impact... IF you master them!

39

$

Ultimate Signed
Card In Envelope
A fabulous close-up routine—in a
different way! A perfect routine for the
strolling magician!

Selle
r
2016

This is a sleight-of-hand effect that involves NO
actual sleight-of-hand, but appears to take a lot
more skill than it does!
A freely selected card is signed, and then arrives
inside an envelope that has been resting in full
view on the table in front of the performer PRIOR
to the selection of the card.
•
•
•
•

No Palming. • Envelope can be sealed.
The effect ends clean. • Angle proof.
Automatically resets at the conclusion and is ready to repeat!
A professional routine that entertains and is easy to do.

Don’t miss this one—especially if you like card effects! Not just a normal “take a
card effect”.

A Bargain!

20

$
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Magical Money

The Famous Hook Coin

An oldie from the past is still golden! Easy to carry!
Easy to perform! A simple half dollar vanishes—
reappears, in many different ways and ends up on the
spectator’s jacket/sweater!
You don’t have to be a coin worker to enjoy and perform
with the Hook Coin. It does the work for you. You are
always ready to perform with the Hook Coin. The
Hook Coin is like no other coin effect on the market.
It is not a folding half! It is not a magnetic coin! It is not
two-sided. It doesn’t use a pull.
Some of you reading this ad copy may have never seen a Hook Coin, as it hasn’t
been talked about very much in recent years. I can assure you that with the Hook
Coin, you can do miracles for close-up or impromptu magic at an instant anywhere!
Comes complete with the instruction book, history, routines and also DVD of Bill
Spooner’s special routine.
“No one does the ‘Hook Coin’ better than Bill Spooner! His routine is beautiful
as he is a master with the ‘Hook Coin’!” --Del Ray

20

$

Bill Pryor’s

Impossible Dream
This is the perfect money effect to carry
in your pocket. It’s outstanding and we
already know everyone loves money.
Even better, it’s easy to perform and gets
a great reaction. When you consider
the price, take into consideration that it
takes $9.00 just in bills to create this
special effect ,and it comes completely
ready for you to perform.
A $2.00 bill changes into TWO $1.00
bills, which all changes into a $5.00 bill!
All of this happens in a twinkle of an
eye! It happens directly under the noses
of the spectators!
Natural moves! Nothing suspicious! No
difficult sleights! Grabs instant attention!
The perfect effect for trade show
workers! Carry in your pocket! Comes
ready to perform.

30

$
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Collectibles
Rare, Original Collector’s Workshop Items
Over 50 Pieces From Rich Bloch and Nick Ruggiero

Davey’s Festival
Rings

Hemingway Locks

Card In Glass

Phoenix Watch

Good Condition
$97

Good Condition
$195

Good Condition
$95

Good Condition
$295

Ring Cruncher
Good Condition
$95

Dekolta Card Rise
Good Condition
$125

PLEASE NO
TE: Extra shipping & insurance may apply to above items! Send for
NOTE:
complete list of rare Collector’s Workshop items by contacting Joe Stevens at
joe@stevensmagic.com

Purchased from any Stevens Magic Catalog
or from www.stevensmagic.com.

(Code: SME43017)

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon
to use it!

Offer cannot be used in combination with any
other promotion or special. Some items are
non-discountable or listed as a special price,
these are not eligible for this coupon.
Collectibles are never eligible for coupon!

Expires April 30, 2017.
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Minimum Ship Charges:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $7.50
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com
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Total
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Surprises In Little Packages

Fingertip Flash Pot
An incredible device that will allow the
performer to shoot a ball of fire 10 feet
into the air while producing a loud bang,
all at your fingertips. This clever and
unique device is a superb attention getter.
Imagine pointing across the stage and
firing a ball of fire toward an empty box,
only to have a rabbit, or dove, or your
assistant appear. Small, compact, easy
to use. Uses common plastic caps
(included) plus a small piece of
Flash Paper or Flash Cotton (not
included). Flesh-colored with complete
instructions. Sold to adults only!

Flash Bills
We have not seen such
a realistic looking flash
bill ever. You can use
these flash bills closeup with confidence!
Available in these
denominations:
$1.00,
$5.00,
$20.00, $50.00 or $100.00
(10 bills per pack).

12

$

37.50

$

Flash Paper
Each sheet is 8 X 9 inches in size – 4 sheets/pack.

10

$

Flash Cord
Pack Contains 10 Feet Of Product. Important Tip: If
you need flash string, just un-twine this cord, as it is
composed of about 5-6 smaller-sized strings. Burn Rates:
4 inches/second horizontal. 24 inches/second vertical.

10

$

Flash Cotton
Flash cotton is very easy to work with. This is professional,
theatrical grade flash cotton, weighing in at half an ounce.

16

$
20
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Modern Day Miracles

Magic Potato Chip Can

A new twist on an old gag! Trust us—this is not
your standard snake-in-the-potato-chip can. This
is a not just a novelty or gag, it’s a routine! The
labels have been placed on each side, topsyturvy, and this unit has TWO openings! The
first opening features a compartment where you
can actually put chips inside of it. This is great
because you can ask a young participant if they
would like some chips, and as you hand them
the can, naturally they won’t have anything to
do with it! So you take it back, open it and
remove a few chips and eat them! Not what
the audience was expecting at all. Later you
ask another person if they would like some chips, but the audience members are
still wary of the magician—so again—the magician opens up the can and take a
few potato chips and eats them. Finally, someone is willing to open the potato
chip can to get some chips, only “this time,” when the can is opened, BAM! A
quality spring snake jumps from the can, leaving everyone laughing, trying to
figure out how the heck this happened! Incredible price considering the mileage
and comedy you will get out of it.

Auke Van Dokkum’s

25

$

Magic Squares

Performer introduces a single sheet of paper—a
checkerboard. He displays the paper front and
back to the audience, who can be sitting very close.
He then folds the paper in half, and then in half
again. He then takes a set of scissors and cuts off
the very top triangular portion. Next he performs
a series of cuts—after each cut, he re-opens the
fold to show the full pattern. The last cut is a cross
cut and when the paper is opened, what is revealed
is two attached squares—naturally it being one
piece of paper. What happens next is amazing—
the two squares are then independent of each other and are now linked! How is it
possible to have two individual, linked magic squares that came from one single piece of
paper?
Important Note: Each unit comes with 10 gimmicks, enough for 10 performances.
We strongly recommend when you get this item, make copies of the pages,
and practice the cutting patterns on the copies! Even though you will not get the
desired effect, it will help you become familiar with the process! Also, watching and
referring back to the video as well as features on this page will help you learn the effect.

30

$
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SVENPad KØD Pad—2 Sizes!
SVEN KøD Pad—
Stage Size

NEW! SVENPad™ KøD—a quantum leap in
the world renowned SVENPad™ lineup. Take
your performances to the next level—there is
nothing else like it! Behold the little memo pad
you’ve known since childhood, but reborn as
an incredible SVENPad™. Built from scratch,
from the ground up, with an all-new SPIRAL
binding that, oh so innocently ,hides the forcing
secrets within. NO hype. NO exaggerations.
NO expense has been spared in creating this
ultimate SVENPad,™ the first spiral bound
SVENPad.™ SVENPad KøD took over two
months of precision development to create the
world’s first “Spira-Glu” binding. It combines LINED PAPER with a double glazed
center spine—hole punched—collated to precision—then cosmetically spiral bound
for a perfect “illusion” of an ordinary memo pad. You won’t believe it when you
hold it, as you cannot see the center glue holding everything perfectly!
Stage pad available in RED (8.5 x 11 inches). FREE moving front & back covers—
just like any memo pad! TOP & BOTTOM opening design. NEW Spira-Glu
spine binding—the first in the world. INNOCENT covers—perfect weight—perfect
looking. 40 pages per pad. COLLEGE ruled lined paper. MOST advanced design
ever. The American version is 3-hole punched (first ever in a SvenPad™), so the
pad looks exactly like the Mead notebooks the kids use at school.

55

$

SVEN KøD Pad
The spiral can be at the top or along
the side, depends on manufacturer,
so this will vary—but the size is
always 3 x 5. MEMO pad available in
two bright cover colors: RED or
YELLOW.
All pages appear to be held by the spiral
binding, but they are not. The
SVENPad™ KøD opens naturally from
the bottom, with (first ever in a
SVENPad™) custom printed college ruled
paper. This paper is thicker than store-bought paper stock to minimize bleed and
is actually custom printed. Every little detail has been thought out, so you can
concentrate on your performance.

Please Specify Color...$25

22
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SVENPad Miracles!

THE WORLD’S FINEST SVENGALI PADS!
SVENPad Pocket Size
This is the SVENPad that started it all!
Price includes a PAIR! The pocket size
(4.25 x 5.5 inches) is the most popular
option and can be used for close-up or
stage. Ideal for pre-show. It looks innocent,
but in performance the pocket size is a killer.
BONUS: While supplies last, we will
include a FREE Pen.
Your perfect FORCE has never been
SIMPLER, MORE DECEPTIVE or more
hands-free! This innocent little pad is
destined to become one of your favorite
mind reading utility props!

50

$

SVENPad Stage Size
You need a larger sized pad for Stage and Parlor
—NO PROBLEM! New stage size (8.5 x 5.5
inches) Price includes a PAIR! It looks
innocent, but is a killer. BONUS: While supplies
last, we will include a FREE Pen.
Your perfect FORCE has never been SIMPLER,
MORE DECEPTIVE or more hands-free! This
innocent pad is destined to become one of your
favorite mind reading utility props!

65

$

SVENPad Mini
You get a PAIR of MINIs (3 x 4.5 inch) for
this price! A little fancier! Gorgeous! The new
SVENPad Minis have elegantly black leatherette
covers, but STILL look like something you bought
at the local stationery store. These bad boys are
also 30% smaller than the popular pocket size,
with all the SVEN features you’ve come to know
and love. They sport more durable black covers
that will better withstand heavier performance use.
BONUS: While supplies last, we will include a
FREE Pen.

20

$
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Silk Winners!

UF Grant’s

Crystal Cylinder
A classic is back! An item that has stood the
test of time—50 years or more!
Sitting on a table are two cylinders (as shown in the
photo). One is a cover for the second one. The
second cylinder is absolutely empty. (No mirrors.)
Spectator nests the cylinder over the second one.
Immediately lifting it right back off... the second
cylinder is filled with three oranges! A flash
appearance.
You can use anything you like, instead of oranges...
silks, candy, etc.—anything that will fit into the two
tubes. Highly recommended for instant
magical appearances. Wonderful effect for
family or children’s shows. This is a very versatile
prop for your act. Can be performed up close as
well as on stage. Stands 12 inches high and is 3
inches in diameter. Made of clear, heavy plastic with
a wooden base and metal cover.

65

$

Silks Off Hanger
This long-unavailable effect is
back and with a new lower price!
Four silks scarves are displayed, each
tied to a thin wire coat hanger. The
magician holds the hanger at the tips
of his fingers. A spectator is asked to
call out any color scarf. As each color
scarf is called out, it mysteriously unties
itself and falls to the floor! It looks like
it has been untied by an “invisible
hand”—it’s an extremely spooky
effect.
Comes complete with four different
colored 18-inch silks, custom wire
hanger and complete instructions.

25

$
24
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Quality Silk Magic

Original Rice Silks...

6-Foot Character Silks
Original Rice Silk—Perfect Condition. Available in Dragon and Rabbit
In The Hat.
For years, magicians and collectors have been looking for original Rice silks in the
classic 6-foot design. These silks have the beautiful designs silk-screened on them.
They make a beautiful production item and many professionals use these silks for
backdrops to enhance their acts. Stevens Magic is proud to offer you the prettiest
silks, with the highest “momme” count in the entire magic world—there is nothing
to compare them with. These are in very limited quantities. Please specify
when ordering.

Dragon Or Rabbit In The Hat...$350 each

50-Star U.S. Flag Silk
Probably one of the most famous Rice
Silks of all. Show your patriotism by
producing this beautiful red, white and
blue 50-Star American Flag. It is
practically impossible to find a top quality
50-Star Flag. Don’t miss your
opportunity to own a Rice Silk Flag! Flag
Size measures 24 x 36 inches.

47.50

$

Deluxe
Red Silk
Nothing can compare to the softness of
this exquisite 12-inch silk! Only color
available is red.
These have
extremely high “momme” count.

5.00

$
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Selle
r
2016

Lloyd Chambers—Thayer’s

Obedient Ball

A round, solid walnut ball that is approximately 3 inches
in diameter with a 7/8-inch round hole in the middle of
the ball is shown. The performer takes one of the handles
and threads one end of the handle through the ball.

The ball then falls freely up and down the cord. Performer
then asks questions of the ball... one stop for yes and
two stops for no. The Obedient Ball then stops on
command in the middle of the cord. Impossible! This
can be repeated over and over. When finished, the
performer can hold up the ball again to show absolutely
nothing inside the ball. Self-working. Ball can be
inspected. This is the finest type of Obedient Ball made for the magic world!
The Obedient Ball is made out of black walnut and turned
out of one piece of wood. The cord is approximately 3 feet
long. Each ball has its own beauty and is different. Each
ball has 10 coats of high quality lacquer. Each handle is
turned out of walnut. Ball can be inspected. SELFWORKING! Created by our own master craftsman, Louie
Gaynor.

150

$

William Tell
Card Frame

Selle
r
A beautiful, walnut tray (built for us by our
master craftsman—Louie Gaynor) to
accommodate three playing cards as shown.
Any three cards can be used and they are just
normal cards out of any deck!

2016

The cards are placed face down, (these are
not marked cards). The performer can leave
the room or turn their back as one of the cards
on the tray is picked up and looked at and
returned to the tray. IMMEDIATELY, the
performer picks out the selected card! Cards
may be borrowed! The effect is baffling and beyond conception.
No confederates! No marked cards! No electronics! This is a clean
effect! Use your own cards. You will marvel at its secrets. Perfect impromptu,
close-up effect.

47.50

$
26
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Available Again!

Haunted Bottle

A small wooden bottle, sealed with a stopper, is
removed from a velvet pouch. The performer relates
the manner in which he came to own this unusual
artifact, and the secret it contains.
“The bottle actually contains the spirit of a Genie; a
wizard from long ago. This tattered parchment tells
the tale of the secret to controlling the Genie within
the little bottle. It helps us translate the weird and
mysterious glyphs on the base of the bottle.”
This is a great routine full of mystery and magic. The
bottle can be made to lie down or remain upright.
The performer is in complete control (as long as the Genie remains happy!)
This is not your standard imp in the bottle effect. A completely unique principle is
used here, and the spectators will not be able to discover the secret. The bottle
can be made to slowly tip over on your palm and suddenly stand upright. If the
spectator tries to duplicate your feat, he will be unsuccessful. Remember, no little
iron rod to secretly remove. No magnets, wires or invisible thread!
Comes complete with Haunted Bottle, velvet bag and routine with
ancient parchment that makes this a wonderful storytelling effect. Bottle
and stopper are hand-turned of select hardwood, then hand polished and rubbed
to achieve the beautiful luster of a precious artifact. Size of bottle is 3.125 inches
tall x 2.75 inches wide at the base.

60

$

Uncuppled
This is an unfathomable penetration.
Everything may be examined! The props are
simple... a coffee mug, a cord and a
handkerchief.

The cord is threaded through the handle of the
coffee mug. The mug and cord are covered with
a handkerchief. The ends of the cord are
threaded through a hole in the handkerchief.
The ends of the cord are then handed to a
spectator to hold. The spectator tugs on the cord
to make sure it is firmly attached to the mug. A
little magic, and the cord seemingly melts right through the handle of the mug!
Everything may be handed out for immediate examination. The handkerchief,
cord and coffee mug are all clean as a whistle. Yet, the entire effect is mechanical
and virtually self-working! Comes complete with coffee mug, cord, handkerchief
and very special gimmick.

47.50

$
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Too Good To Miss

Joshua Jay’s

Out Of Sight
A freely thought-of card is shown to be
the only card in an entirely blank deck!
The very best magic tricks don’t just fool
us, they inspire us. Finally, the waiting is
over! Joshua performed this effect under
the working title “Blind Man’s Bluff” for
years in his lectures. He amazed and
fooled all the magicians he met during
his journeys, including many famous
magicians.
Out Of Sight combines an amazing
magic trick with a storyline that is both
intriguing and uplifting. Included in this package is a custom-made deck of cards
(red Phoenix Deck), a blindfold and a DVD featuring Joshua Jay, who explains
every nuance of the presentation and method. Every single deck is handmade and
prepared with our Science Friction Spray.
Out of Sight is entirely self-working, and worthy of closing your close-up or
parlor show.

60

$

Tommy Wonder’s

Elizabeth IV.1

Tommy Wonder’s brilliant effect,
Elizabeth IV, got an updated
handling, making it even easier and
more baffling.
Two playing cards are placed face
down on the table. A spectator has
to guess the identity of just one of
these playing cards. If he guesses
correctly, glory will be bestowed upon him! However, if he fails to guess the correct
identity of one of the cards, glory will evade him and shame will be his fate. Should
the spectator fail, the magician promises him compensation in the form of a fair
amount of money—just a small gesture to help him carry the burden of shame.
Naturally, the spectator does everything in his power to avoid the shame of having
to accept the money— he therefore tries really hard to correctly guess the identity
of one of the cards. Luckily he succeeds, glory is upon him, and as a logical
consequence, he lives happily ever after.
The effect contains a red Phoenix Double Decker Deck.

35

$
28
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Top Seller of 2016!

Buma’s
Clever Keys

This effect can be performed with the
assistance of 1, 2, 3 or 4 spectators,
the size of your audience may vary.
The performer introduces a CLEAR
case with a felt bottom. It is seen to
hold four different colored metal
keys, RED, GREEN, ORANGE and
BLUE, all laid out flat. The keys are held in place by a single silicone band looped
around the center of the case. Four spectators are called upon to assist the performer.
The first spectator is handed the four colored keys from the case, at which time the
performer points out that the case contains four small slots that penetrate the entire
thickness of the clear case. The case is now handed to the first spectator who is
instructed to insert the colored keys randomly into any slot of their choice, resulting
in all of the keys to be seen upright and completely penetrating thru the case.
The performer then takes the case and points to the penetrating keys and says:
“DON’T LET ME INFLUENCE YOUR SELECTIONS IN ANY WAY!”
Now, one at a time, each of the four assisting spectators in turn is handed the case
and requested (with the performer’s back now turned to the audience) to completely
remove a single colored key from the case (being a color not yet chosen) and freely
display it for all to see (except the performer). It is then returned to its empty slot.
Only the audience members know what has just occurred with the colored keys!
The performer now turns and faces the spectator with the case and retrieves it
from them. He then removes all the keys from it.
The four assisting spectators are now instructed to turn their backs to the performer
and to place a single upright open hand behind their backs. The performer then
places a single colored key into each of the spectator’s palm open hands. They are
then asked to close their hand and make a fist with it. The four spectators are then
told to turn around and face the performer with their now closed fist in front of their
body. The performer now states: I HAVE NO IDEA WHICH OF YOU PICKED
WHAT COLORED KEY, then one by one, each of the four spectators are instructed
to name the colored key they had previously selected and to open their hands, when
they do so each of them is seen to hold in their hands. When they do so, each of
them is holding THEIR PREVIOUSLY SELECTED COLOR KEY!
Keys, band and clear case do the REAL work for you! Nothing added or taken
away, all is simple and examinable! No forcing or fishing for info, perform it
blindfolded! No magnets, electronics, sleights or mechanics, easy to do, nothing
gaffed or gimmicked ! Totally Impromptu, no prep, perform any time, anywhere
even surrounded, fits in your pocket! * See web site for performance video.
“This is a simple, strong and versatile effect!” -- Banachek

47.50

$
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Devious Card Tricks
Fan Of Cards

Instant Card Fan To
Jumbo Card Fan
Performer shows a card fan (regular size) and it
instantly changes into a JUMBO card fan! All
handmade and constructed in Europe. If you
perform magic, particularly a manipulative act, this
is a great effect that provides your stage with magic
and color. Whether you perform it silently or, even
better, with music, don’t underestimate this prop as
either a stand-alone or a filler to incorporate inbetween effects. The key is—as always—to think creatively. This item doesn’t
appeal to you as a standalone—but it could be the perfect addition to Al Baker’s
Diminishing cards (also available in this catalog on page 10), particularly if you
would rather combine it with an existing effect
rather than as a stand-alone item. You could start
using this effect where you make a fan of regular
sized cards transform into Jumbo Cards, and then
you could easily lead into Al Baker’s Diminishing
Card effect where the cards continue to get smaller
and smaller.
However you decide to incorporate it—it’s a great
price for a visual effect, and instant magic is always
a crowd pleasing experience!

45

$

Selle
r
2016

Henry Evans’s

Daredevil Deck

The Daredevil Deck seems to be an innocent
Phoenix Deck, but it is marked in a devious way!
You will not believe it! It is THAT bold! A marked
deck that you can read blindfolded, with markings
350% bigger than the Phoenix Marked Decks
and 700% bigger than the Ultimate Marked Deck!
Perfect for Parlor, Stage and Video Performances. And for all magicians with bad
eyesight, who cannot use a Marked Deck any longer. The included DVD teaches
Henry’s Killer Routine, using the Daredevil Deck!

45

$
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Comedy Magic
Japanese

Egg Cup
Magician invites a spectator up to help,
and places a magic hat on his head. Next,
an egg is cracked into a clear bowl and
stirred. The magician asks if anyone is
thirsty, gesturing to the audience whether
they would like a drink of raw egg! The
magician picks up an aluminum tumbler,
and pours the contents of the clear bowl
containing the egg into it. He then takes the hat off the volunteer and turns it
facing up, grabs the tumbler (that now has the egg), and pours it straight into the
hat! You can actually see the egg going into the hat. The magician looks
inside the hat and makes a huge grimace. Performer gestures for the spectator to
put the hat back on his head—but the spectator will have none of it.
Magician walks into the audience asking if anyone else would like to wear the
magic hat—all squirm away from the magician. Finally the magician wonders what
all the fuss is about and shows the hat completely void and dry—he puts it on his
own head, proving it is a magical hat!
This trick is practically self-working. The handling is easy to do. The cup will not
tarnish or rust. The performer may present this without a helper. The hat may be
borrowed. The hat is non-gimmicked. Allows for other routines with other liquid
items, not just eggs. IMPORTANT: This prop does NOT come with a hat.

Fez Hat...$7.50

Driebeck Die Mini
Close-Up Version

Selle

Over 20 years to finalize this high quality Mini 201
6
Driebeck Die that is perfect for close-up
performances!

Egg Cup...$68

r

Customers have waited a long time for the return
of this fantastic item! And so have we! One of
the greatest “close-up” items from the Ken
Brooke Magic Range. Audiences love it! Easy
to perform. Seems impossible. You’ve enjoyed
the stage-size for years—now, enjoy the closeup version too!
Comes complete with everything you need to do
this fabulous effect and all packaged in an orange
jute bag for easy storing.
Shown for size only! Does not
come with deck of cards!

Also available in Stage Size for $97.50!

65

$
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Tricks To Get Laughs

Coffee Cup Mystery

This is a scientific magical illusion!
Imagine a large coffee cup hanging on a string,
and at the opposite end of the string is a large
washer. You extend your arms so the string is
fully stretched. Pick up the wand and hold it
under the string supporting the cup. NOW...
drop the washer end and watch the MAGIC
happen! The cup does NOT fall to the floor!
Pure magic! The cup falls, BUT never reaches
the floor! Instead, the string wraps around the wand
(science and gravity are involved here), and prevents the
cup from hitting the ground!
YOU MUST SEE THIS TO BELIEVE IT! A great novelty
item. Excellent for children’s shows. Includes Wayne
Rogers’s routine!
Important: Does not come with wand as shown
in photo—you must provide your own.

20

$

Topsy
Popsy
Wand
A great prop,
requiring very little
resetting—creates
laughs, fun and
audience participation.

Deluxe Glitter
Pom Pom Stick
The Pom Pom stick is a classic. The
performer pulls down a pom pom on
one side, and one on the other side goes
up! When there are two long strings,
the stick is pulled apart to show that
there is no connection between them.
You’ll get loads of fun and laughter with
the Pom Pom Stick. The stick is 15
inches long and the pom poms are 2
inches in diameter. Colors vary on stick.

40

$
32

Hand your giant
wand to a child, and the end pops off
with a definite POP sound! Replace the
tip, and the other end pops off. It
happens over and over, with laughter
each time. Great comedy!
As a kicker, open the wand and remove
candy, flowers, silks or any number of
things!

13

$
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Learning From The Masters
Insider Secrets
By Tony Clark

Once you get this book package, you’ll also
get the complete e-book with video links and
online access to a TON of material! Insider
Secrets is jam-packed—it’s a culmination
of Tony Clark’s 30 years of first-hand
experience as a professional magician,
producer and consultant. Tony has had the
honor of learning from some of the world’s
best magicians, and he presents this
knowledge to you. Here he shares priceless,
time-test Insider Secrets that will help you
improve your act, career and business in the quickest time possible. You will
also receive Tony Clark’s Secrets of Winning Work Book and Secrets of
Winning audio recording. Plus, you get 5 Insider Audio Interviews!
Insider Interviews include: William E. Andrews—Mentor, Jim Steinmeyer—
One of the World’s greatest minds in modern magic, Norm Nielsen—Magic Legend,
Jack Goldfinger—Magic Castle Entertainment Director, Richard Barrett—Comedy
& Magic Club’s Entertainment Director, PLUS a Free rare video interview with the
Legendary Mr. Electric—Marvyn Roy! PLUS, THIS BOOK includes Tony’s
best-selling DVD, “Timing is Everything” (a $30 value FREE).

50

$

Thoughts
From
Vegas
2016

By Ted
Karmilovich
These are Ted
Karmilovich’s soldout lecture notes from the recent
Mindvention in Las Vegas.
Included in these notes are: Celebrity
Gazer, Boogie Board Banknight, Lottery
Prediction, The Psychic Spectator Book
Test and Three Wallet Banknite.

20

$

Hellstromism
By Ted
Karmilovich

A Crash Course In
The Hidden Object
Test.
Ted reveals his
approach to the classic
hidden object test.
Read how he used the presentation to
find a selected headstone in a cemetery.
Read how he used it to find a golden
egg during an Easter egg hunt. And how
he has garnered publicity numerous
times by finding an object hidden by
reporters in a local mall. All in under 10
minutes! It is a booklet that will inform,
instruct, entertain and inspire!
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Stevens Magic Publishing
Mentalized

By Dennis Hermanzo
If you are a mentalist who loves fancy gimmicks—
new groundbreaking principles or sleights—this book
is not for you! But, if you want a book for
mentalists that is practical and features
audience-tested material—this is it!
Mentalized features 16 powerful routines all based
on classical principles in mentalism. No pipe dreams
here! No expensive apparatus needed. All easy to
carry. Simple, but powerful effects. Everyday items
used. Strong personal and direct effects. This stuff
will hit your audience hard!
Learn to use verbal intelligence to achieve minor
miracles with a minimum of props. This book includes effects/routines for stage
and close-up alike with: blindfolds, predictions, telepathy, intuition, mind control, a
killer addition to any book test, two effects containing roses that will produce a
deep, emotional impact on your female audience members, Dennis’s versions of
how equivoque should be done, routines where the mentalist apparently is in danger
and where the spectator makes all the choices (performer is not in danger at all).
All in classical mentalism style.
You also get some small essays about Dennis’s views on mentalism and
what to do before, after and when you hit the stage!
Here are the chapters in the book: Hit The Lights, My Thoughts, Personality
Number Five, The Karma Rose, Intuition Has Spoken, Project And Receive, Smell
The Rose, To Beer or Not To Beer, Control, A Women’s Touch, The Crumpled
Magic 8 Ball, Head Or Gut, The Mind’s Eye, Have A Coke And A Tear, Sophie’s
Choice, Cheers, Album Of The Week , One Of A Kind, My Views, About the
Author and The End.
“A wonderful compilation of easy to perform effects, all of which
have been used in ‘real time’ situations. No pipe dreams here...”
--Banachek
“Like a good gourmet chef, Dennis has achieved momentum in
cooking up powerful, hard-hitting, high-impact
mentalism routines.” --Neal Scryer
“I’m really impressed by Dennis Hermanzo’s new
book Mentalized! These routines are very
well staged with big entertainment
value!” --Luca Volpe
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Mentalism From Copenhagen...
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